
Program of 2016 Summer Camp to China 

 

Host: the Confucius Institute at the University of Sarajevo (UNSA) 

in BIH and College of International Cultural Exchanges of Northwest 

Normal University (NWNU) in China 

Aim: Happy Experiences and nice trip to Beijing and Lanzhou 

city in China, a Supper-valuable Leisure Entertainment of 14 

days.  

Enrollment: 10 campers. Students in Confucius Institute at 

University of Sarajevo BIH will be priority. Camper will be 

guaranteed by the registration order. 

Registration: Before: 30, June, 2016.  

Tel: +033-217142 

Address: Campus Confucius Institute at University of 

Sarajevo 

Time: 17.o7.2016----31.07.2016(14 days) 

Brief of Summer Camp: 

The program is one of serial cultural experience events held 

both UNSA and NWNU. The main purpose is to offer a 

chance for you to understand historical cultural city---Beijing, 

which is known as called Forbidden City in ancient times, and 

Northwest Normal University with a history of more than a 

hundred years, You will have a glance of the charming 

Lanzhou with cultural features, enjoy yourself and motivation 



of Chinese learning from Calligraphy, Tea ceremony, Paper 

cutting, Martial art, and the local habits and various of special 

tastes as: 

1. To visit the Museum of Northwest Normal University, 

feeling of old university with multi-cultures. 

 

2. To visit the Museum of Gansu Province, knowing the 

ancient cultural resources of the Yellow River--- the Cradle of 

the Chinese Culture and Nation. 

 

3.To enjoy delicious northwestern snake food---Beef Noodles 

at famous AMBER Restaurant in Lanzhou. 

 

4.To enjoy native Lanzhou drum performance, & understand 

traditional Chinese musical instruments. 

 

5.To visit Tea Bar, learning Chinese tea ceremony. 

 

6.To practice calligraphy, practicing the magic of writing 

brush. 

 

7.To practice martial arts, exchange the pleasure of 

maneuvers. 

 

8.To stroll at the Silk shop, receptive of the fashion and luxury 

and leisure. 

 
 

 

 

 



 

PROGRAM SCHEDULE 

Date Activities 

17/07/2016 Airport pick-up，arrange accommodation（BeiJing） 

18/-20/07 Hanban Cultural Opening Ceremony & Activities in Beijing(3 days) 

20/07 Travelling to Lanzhou by train 

21/07 Train station pick-up，arrange accommodation（Lanzhou），familiar with the 

situation around the university，leaders of university interview 

22/07 University Opening Ceremony 

Campers posed for picture，visit the University 

Visit the museum of Northwest Normal University, feeling of old university with 

multi-cultures. 

23/07 Enjoy delicious northwestern snake food---Beef Noodles at Amber Restaurant in 

Lanzhou. 

Visit the Museum of Gansu Province, knowing the ancient cultural resources of the 

Yellow River--- the Cradle of the Chinese Culture and nation. 

24/07 Enjoy native Lanzhou drum performance, understanding Chinese special musical 

instruments. 

Learn to sing Chinese folk songs, show charming voice 

25/07 Practice calligraphy, and the magic of writing brush 

Practice martial arts,  exchange the pleasure of maneuvers 

26/07 Visit Lanzhou National Studies Museum，understand Chinese philosopher 

Practice martial arts,  experience the pleasure of maneuvers 

27/07 Chinese poetry reading, cognition of Chinese landscape 

Visit Tea Bars with kinds of tea, learning Chinese Tea Ceremony 

28/07 Learn Chinese paper-cutting 



Practice calligraphy, write beautiful Chinese characters 

29/07 Stroll at the Silk shops,  receptive ofl the fashion and luxury 

Show what the campers have learned and exchange 

30/07 Closing ceremony 

Pack-up 

31/07 End of the Lanzhou trip，see off campers to the Lanzhou Railway station, and 

leave for Sarajevo BIH by air. 

Warm 

Remind 
1.Keep your passport and other documents；2.Take care of your property 

and personal safety, remember the guider`s phone; 

3. With necessary medicine；4. Any change in the schedule will be noticed 

in time. 

 

 


